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Executive Summary

• The commercial health sector in India has access to finance, but there are challenges for 

companies involved in family planning. 

• Three types of businesses stand out as candidates for investment:

o Wholesalers and distributors

o Micro- and small-sized healthcare companies 

o Digital healthcare companies 

• Blended finance solutions proposed: 

A. RISK SHARING FACILITY TO ENHANCE BANK LENDING. USAID provides credit 

guarantees combined with loans issued by banks at standard market rates, improving 

access to capital for family planning wholesalers and distributors.

B. CONCESSIONAL CAPITAL FACILITY TO CATALYZE VENTURE DEBT. USAID stimulates sub-

market returns to lower the cost of financing for micro- and small-sized primary healthcare 

enterprises offering family planning products.

C. CHALLENGE FUNDS TO INCENTIVIZE GRASSROOTS INNOVATION. USAID makes grant 

capital available to small technology-oriented healthcare enterprises to develop and test 

new business models in the family planning market.

D. LOCAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE HUB. Tailored to the specific needs of each business 

type and leveraging local expertise. 
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2. Financing Challenges in India, Key 

Assumptions, and Findings
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Financing Challenges and Scope of the Study

AIM: Find opportunities for development partners such as USAID to play a key 

financing role in catalyzing growth of local, innovative companies in India to 

expand access to family planning commodities (excluding condoms).

HP+ took these steps:

1
Studied India’s enabling environment to understand how regulation or 
policies may hinder growth in the family planning product value chain.

2
Identified and explored for-profit health product companies that are 

innovative in distributing and dispensing family planning commodities 

using direct-to-consumer or other business models.

3
Outlined how and when leveraging donor capital through blended 

finance instruments can be a catalyst for increasing market access to 

family planning products. 
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Study Methods

The assessment was conducted through: (1) a systematic desk review of 

government laws, regulations, policies, and guidance documents and 

(2) two phases of key informant interviews with private sector stakeholders 

and other relevant family planning stakeholders. 

Desk Review: Examples of 

Documents Reviewed

• Policies on reproductive 

health and family planning

• Policies on health advertising

• Laws and policies on the 

distribution and sale of 

health commodities

• Telemedicine guidelines

• Policies on pricing, taxation, 

and foreign direct investment

Key Informant Interviews

Phase 1 respondents came from: 

• 2 pharmaceutical associations

• 1 social marketing company

• 3 commercial companies involved in family planning 

product distribution and/or sale

Phase 2 respondents came from: 

• 8 commercial companies involved in family planning 

product distribution and/or sale (wholesalers, 

distributors, e-retailers)

• 5 financial institutions or private investors

• 2 family planning organizations/associations 
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Assumptions

• Financing can help grow the family planning commodity market 

in India.

• Blended finance can be a catalyst for unlocking investment 

capital for Indian family planning businesses.

• Access to equity financing is challenging for health companies 

due to limited scalability of business models that include family 

planning.  

• Access to debt financing is limited due to conservative lending 

practices in banking and because the health sector is not a 

priority.

• The enabling environment is (1) supportive of commercial 

involvement in family planning and (2) supports increasing 

efficiencies in the family planning market to enable greater 

access and lower prices.
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Assumptions vs. Findings

• Blended finance structures can play a catalytic role in unlocking capital for investment in 

Indian family planning businesses with USAID investing alongside the private sector to 

improve the risk-return trade-off for commercial investors. However, family planning will not 

be the only focus of the businesses. 

• Access to equity financing:

o Investment opportunities are evaluated on their ability to demonstrate new innovative 

business models that leverage technology to scale and reach new markets. 

o Companies in India that provide family planning products using traditional models 

struggle to attract growth funding from venture capital and angel investors that typically 

serve this market, due to the low margins being generated.

• Access to debt financing:

o Banks have conservative lending practices based on their own internal policies and 

external regulatory pressures, such as the need to maintain minimum levels of asset 

quality on bank balance sheets.

o Early-stage health enterprises face challenges accessing capital until they can 

demonstrate consistent profitability while meeting onerous collateral requirements.

• The enabling environment:

o Restrictions on pricing, advertising, and licensing processes depress the profit margins of 

innovative companies in the family planning sector, which makes them less attractive for 

private sector investment.
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3. Overview of Blended Finance
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Overview of Blended Finance

Blended finance is an approach that designs investment vehicles that enable 

capital providers with different objectives to invest alongside one another.

• Development funding from public and philanthropic organizations can be mobilized to 

catalyze private sector investment that will achieve financial returns and social impact.

• Blended finance seeks to address barriers for private investors by reducing the perceived 

and real risks of investment opportunities while enhancing returns for the risk relative to 

other comparable investments.

• This approach has mobilized approximately US$161 billion toward sustainable 

development in low- to middle-income countries, involving approximately 3,700 financial 

commitments.

Characteristics of blended finance transactions:

• Contribute to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). However, participating 

private investors may simply be seeking a market-rate financial return.

• Expected to yield a positive financial return even though different investors will have varying 

return expectations ranging from concessional to market rates.

• Participation of public or philanthropic parties are catalytic, meaning their participation 

improves the transaction risk/return profile in order to attract private sector investment.

Source: Convergence, n.d.
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Overview of Blended Finance

Geographic and sectoral investments made to date:

• Sub-Saharan Africa has been the most frequently targeted region for blended 

finance but, in recent years, an increasing amount of capital has been directed 

toward Asia.

• India now accounts for 13% of global transactions, second only to Kenya.

• Energy (27%) and financial services (25%) account for more than half of 

transactions, while only 6% of blended finance transactions involve the health 

sector.

Benefits and uses of blended finance at each stage of the enterprise life cycle:

Brings more bankable 

projects to market, ready 

for investment

Makes capital available in 

underpenetrated markets 

and sectors

Brings in new investors 

and skills while creating 

efficient markets

Leads to fully commercial 

solutions, freeing up 

public capital for new 

development projects

Explore Build Grow Mature

Source: International Development Finance Club, 2019
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4. Key Findings
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The Indian Market: Overview

World Bank rating for ease of doing business in India:

• India was ranked 142 out of 190 in 2014 and moved to 63 in 2020. 

• However, India’s rank for starting a business is 136 out of 190 (2020).

Health is getting increased interest from investors:

• Between 2000 and 2019, US$6.3 billion in foreign direct investment flowed into 

India’s hospital and diagnostic centers, constituting 1.5% of foreign direct 

investment inflow in that period.

• There is heightened investor interest in healthcare. Total transaction value rose 

from US$94 million to US$1.3 billion from 2011 to 2016 (FDI India, 2021).

Digital healthcare: 

• The digital healthcare market in India was valued at US$1.5 billion in 2018 and 

is estimated to reach US$5.5 billion by 2024.

• The telemedicine market is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate 

of 31% (Invest India, 2021).
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Share of the Contraceptive Market in India: 
Private vs. Public

Distribution of contraceptive 

method use among married women 

(15–49 years of age)

Not Using

47%

Female 

Sterilization

36%

Traditional

6%

Condoms

5%

Pill

4%
Other*

2%

* Other includes male sterilization, intrauterine 

devices, injectables, and female condoms

Source: IIPS and ICF, 2017 

Private vs. public market share 

by current method use among 

married women (15–49 years of age)

Public 

Sector

58%

NGO and 

Commercial 

Sector

33%

Other 

Sources

8%

NGO or Trust Hospital/Clinic

1%

* Other sources include shops, husband, and 

friend/relative

Source: IIPS and ICF, 2017
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Findings: Regulatory Challenges for Family 

Planning-Inclusive Health Companies

Barriers to task-shifting for the commercial sector limits the cost-effectiveness of business 
models

• Modern contraceptives are largely designated as prescription drugs and require a licensed 
medical provider to authorize them. 

• Only condoms and emergency contraceptives are over-the-counter.

Constraints on advertising of prescription drugs 

• Prescription drugs listed under Schedule H of the Drugs and Cosmetics Rules, 1945, cannot 
be advertised.

• Commercial-sector condoms cannot be advertised on television between 6 am–10 pm. 
However, the government of India can advertise its condom brands during those hours.

Retail pricing limitations

• The National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority mandates price ceiling guidelines for several 
family planning products, thus limiting commercial return on investment.

• Price monitoring is in play for other health products―maximum retail prices cannot be 
increased by more than 10% per year.

“If the government thinks [increasing growth in the family planning market] is a general need that 

needs to be solved then they can set up tax breaks for companies… like they do in other sectors.” 

– Banker

Lengthy clinical trials

• Historically, it is a challenge to gain approval from the Drugs Controller General of India for the 

registration and marketing of contraceptive implants. 16



Findings: The Current Investment Landscape 

There is increased investor demand for low-cost healthcare delivery models:

• Investors are focusing on the sector in response to increased consumer awareness of the 

importance of healthcare during the pandemic, which led to increased demand. 

• However, while there is renewed interest from investors in innovative healthcare business 

models, their focus is not currently directed specifically at family planning. Rather, family 

planning commodities and services are sometimes a component of healthcare businesses.

• The digital environment is growing rapidly: teleconsultations are now covered by insurance 

(as of 2020) and some companies offer free teleconsultations to meet regulations on 

prescriptions for family planning commodities.

• However, for highly sophisticated technological business models, private investors may not 

be able to assess growth potential, given their lack of technological expertise. They may 

prefer to wait for later-stage funding rounds when potential for scale is more apparent.

There is less interest in family planning-only models:

• Government retail price caps depress profit margins and, therefore, are challenging when 

pitching family planning business models to investors.

• A cultural stigma about contraceptives is prevalent in India and that may hinder investor 

confidence in expanding that market. 
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Findings: The Current Investment Landscape

Gaps in the ecosystem that hinder the growth of family planning:

• There are too few doctors in the country who are licensed to provide prescriptions 

for contraceptive methods. How can models scale? 

• The market price is not high enough for private sector investors to recoup 

investments made to provide training on how to insert and remove implants.

• Rural markets are not being addressed to the same extent as urban areas.

• Online retailers can address the gap in rural markets but must go through lengthy 

verification processes at multiple levels of government.

“You have to apply at a state level to first get verified and that is then shared at a central 

level of government to get the approval and licenses issued… The government of India is 

working towards digitization to make the processes more friendly through online portals.” 

– Key informant from the Family Planning Association of India

• Government requires retailers to adhere to marketing and quality assurance 

guidelines during procurement, but these are not made public.
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Summary: Characteristics of Investment 
Opportunities in Family Planning

Characteristics of attractive investment opportunities in family planning:

• Investors are particularly interested in companies that have technological expertise and 

infrastructure in place to grow rapidly; however, many first-generation entrepreneurs in the 

family planning sector require technical assistance to develop this capacity.

• Equity funding: Companies that have had success in securing funding from equity 

investors are those that are viewed as professionally managed, with the technical 

expertise of founders complemented by functional business heads and a clear growth 

strategy.

• Debt funding: In order to secure debt financing, founders often need to be able to provide 

property as collateral and to demonstrate a track record of generating free cash flows for 

several years in order to service their loans.

• Desirable traits in enterprises that were identified across all categories of investors 

included: having infrastructure in place to provide transparent financial reporting; a 

willingness and ability to complete compliance procedures as required; proof of product-

market fit; ease of access to management; and the establishment of strong internal 

controls.

“We’ve had a long-term partnership [with USAID] where a credit guarantee is in place. We’ve 

had a very good experience in terms of increasing a ticket size where we felt it might not fit 

into our usual credit appetite. So blended finance can play a similar role.” – Investor
19



Role of Financiers

Equity Finance Debt Finance Donors and Government

Venture Capital

A preference for investing in early-stage 

enterprises with high growth potential means 

that VC investors can play a crucial role in 

helping to support entrepreneurs in the family 

planning sector to test and scale innovative 

business models. However, while the wider 

healthcare sector appears attractive for 

venture capital investors in India, especially 

where technology is leveraged to expand 

markets, family planning business models in 

isolation are not considered profitable enough 

to justify the high risks taken.

Banks

Family planning businesses have accessed 

bank loans to finance both capital 

expenditure and ongoing operations. The cost 

of debt financing varies for different types of 

products, and while some business owners 

have passed on these costs to customers, 

others have absorbed the financing costs 

while attempting to grow their sales volumes. 

Banks are primarily concerned with collateral 

and the ability to meet monthly loan 

repayments, so first-time entrepreneurs with 

new business models face challenges 

accessing financing on attractive terms.

Donor Agencies

International aid agencies and foundations 

provide grant financing to healthcare 

companies that supply family planning 

products in India. Entrepreneurs benefit from 

technical assistance provided to address skill 

gaps and funding for capital expenditure in 

the early stages of business growth. Some 

business owners face challenges in accessing 

these funds due to the amount of time and 

resources required to navigate application 

processes and a lack of clarity regarding the 

selection criteria for grant programs.

Private Equity

Investors are seeking to acquire stakes in 

more established companies with strong 

leadership and a demonstrated track record 

of revenue and profits. This poses a challenge 

for companies developing new business 

models with small management teams. 

Private equity investors have expressed 

reservations about investing in companies 

that rely on the government for a significant 

proportion of their sales, due to concerns 

about uncertain procurement and payment 

delays that impact cashflow.

Impact Debt Funds

A desire for both impact and financial returns 

means that impact-focused investors may 

offer terms that are more attractive than 

purely commercial investors. Impact-focused 

debt investors address gaps in the market by 

offering collateral-free debt to enterprises in 

social impact sectors such as healthcare. 

They may also be more willing to offer 

“patient” capital with more flexible terms, 

such as loan repayment moratoriums.

Government Programs

Entrepreneurs can access loans directly from 

the Small Industries Development Bank of 

India if they adhere to eligibility criteria. These 

criteria include providing property as 

collateral, having a minimum number of years 

experience, and meeting financial 

performance thresholds. Targeted schemes 

were launched by the government during the 

pandemic to provide guarantees for a 

proportion of loans to small businesses, but 

not all healthcare companies have benefited 

from this because commercial banks were 

still reluctant to lend to them.
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5. Business Type, Deep Dive
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1. Digital Healthcare: Direct-to-Consumer 
Business Models

Traditional Business Models New Business Models

Product
Product sales through 

physical retail outlets: 

pharmacies, drug shops, 

facilities

Product sales through digital 

channels, including digital kiosks 

and online sales channels 

(e-retail) 

Customer
Physical channels for in-

person monitoring

Standardized care on digital 

channels through video calls, 

smart clinics, and remote 

monitoring 

Free teleconsultations offered by 

e-commerce platforms to 

address mandatory prescription 

regulations for contraceptives

Demand

Physical outreach platforms 

for education services 

regarding family planning

Digital outreach platforms for 

services regarding family planning

EXAMPLES

“I have not seen any startups [or innovations] in family planning other than fertility tracking apps.” – Investor

“We will always go for strategic partners. There are a lot of [investors] coming with only money but they don't understand 

women’s healthcare. We want strategic partners who would help us with research, giving us a lot of guidance in various 

geographies… They should also have a history of supporting similar projects because if you don't have a passion, empathy, and 

then endeavor to make impact at the ground level, then it is very difficult.” – Primary Healthcare Provider 22



Financing Challenges: Digital Healthcare

• Working capital issues often 

relate to late payments from the 

government—a major customer for 

many family planning businesses.

• Retail price caps are reviewed 

infrequently, despite high annual 

inflation in cost of inputs.

• High-interest and low-margin models 

make profitability difficult.

• Debt funding is deterred by slow 

attainment of profitability.

• Equity funding is deterred by limited 

margins and low growth potential 

insufficient to compensate for risks.

“We want institutions who give us maybe US$500–600K… They want a veto on all major 

decisions and the most important thing is that they want to scale very aggressively… with 

massive hiring and exploration to the top geographies in India.”

– Primary Healthcare Provider

“We are open to supporting companies, but I have not come across a single [early-stage family 

planning company] who has approached the bank for financing. If that were to happen and we 

find viable business models, we would be happy to support.” 

– Key Informant from an Indian Bank
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Digital Healthcare: Barriers to Growth

Regulatory challenges and other barriers in the ecosystem:

• Difficulty competing with the government, which represents the largest player in the 

market and controls prices.

• Difficulty working with the government―public procurement volumes and timelines are 

unpredictable and payments are delayed.

• National telemedicine guidelines launched during the pandemic.

“What I’ve realized in healthcare delivery specifically, if you're dealing with the government, it 

[can be challenging] in terms of payments and it generally comes with a long delay... Ultimately, 

it's a credit risk because lenders also are not interested in financing businesses [that rely on the 

government as a major customer]. If there is a regulation in place which allows these 

entrepreneurs to collect on time [that can help them become more attractive for investment].”

– Investor

“A lot of the work in family planning is linked to the government and if [USAID] can help the 

government provide an impetus to the sector then it’ll be easier [to drive growth]. In India, 

entrepreneurship is on the rise, and you will find people creating B2C [business-to-consumer] 

brands on their own but if you really want to do it in a big way, you need government 

intervention and you need people to be assured of demand. Only the government has [the 

ability to ensure this].” – Banker 24



2. Wholesalers and Distributors: Business Models

Business models:

• Pharmaceutical distribution 

and logistics

• Market for family planning 

commodities―domestic 

versus international 

• Purchaser of supplies from 

manufacturers, rebranded 

and sold on to pharmacies

Suppliers

Distributors

Pharmacy/ 
Retailers

e-retailers

• Pay 9–15% interest on bank loans

• Pay suppliers on delivery as standard

• Overall net profits of 3–4%; net profits on 

family planning 0–2%

• Sell family planning products on credit 

• Are offered discounts by distributors to 

motivate cash or instant payments; 

distributor receives less profit but 

incurs a lower cost of capital 

• Pay invoices in 120 days

“Discounts on family planning are given from our margins.” – Wholesaler/Distributor

“We try to focus on exports as well in order to justify supplies to [the] domestic market, 

because we can expect better profit [and] then that average [profit] with the low profit of 

[the] domestic market, makes sense.” – Wholesaler/Distributor
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Financing Challenges: Wholesalers and Distributors

• High lending cost (up to 15% with no collateral, 10% with collateral), low return on 

commodities, and lengthy repayment for large orders

• Significant paperwork and due diligence to access bank funding (e.g., three years of 

audited statements and demonstrated profitability)

• Collateral requirements increased to 100% versus prior 70–80%

“When they see the balance sheet and our projections, sales, profit margins…

it's not that lucrative for these conventional banks to understand the business model. 

They compare us with regular pharmaceutical [suppliers], which have better 

margins.” – Wholesaler/Distributor

• Equity funding took 1.5 to 2 years, with most funds going to outgoing partners rather 

than being invested in the business

• Distributors unable to use opportunities to increase sales in existing markets due to 

working capital issues, which are exacerbated by COVID-19; clients take longer to pay 

and bad debts have increased

“We are growing at 20% but if we are able to access [blended finance] funding we 

would be able to grow at 30%. [Banks’] high interest rates are coming out from our 

profit margins.” – Distributor
26



Wholesalers and Distributors: Barriers to 
Growth

Regulatory challenges and other barriers in the ecosystem:

• Margins for the sale of family planning commodities are recommended by the All India 

Organisation of Chemists & Druggists, a representative body of members engaged in 

retail and wholesale pharmaceuticals.

Suggested formula for calculating the ceiling price of a scheduled formulation is: (1) 

retail price minus percentage (Drugs Price Control Order 1995 formula); then the 

retailer’s margin is equal to retail price minus 20%; (2) if the margin is to be 

calculated on Price to stockist (PTS) then the formula should be: PTS plus 39%, to 

maintain a 20% margin to the retailer and 10% margin to the distributor. 

• Discounts are offered for cash on delivery sales of family planning commodities to 

offset the high cost of debt financing, further reducing net profits of 1–2% to 0–1%. 

“There is no preparedness from the government to differentiate between quality and non-quality 

pharmaceuticals―it should be science-driven. We have to compete against these companies [that sell lower quality 

products] so it’s not possible [to sell into the domestic market until there is consolidation through regulation].”   

– Manufacturer/Distributor

“Online retailers don’t provide [discounted] rates and they don’t make payments on time, which is the biggest 

hurdle... It takes almost four months. [Distributors must accept these terms] since the online retailers are big 

companies; they can [use their market power] to change suppliers or buy directly from the manufacturers.”

– Distributor 27



6. Accessing Debt and Equity Funding
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Challenges Accessing Debt Funding

Conservative bank lending practices makes them reluctant to provide debt 

financing for early-stage companies in the family planning market.

• In evaluating credit worthiness, banks are less concerned with gross profits than 

with generation of free cash flows.

• Early-stage companies, not yet cash-flow positive, struggle to attract debt funding 

for innovative or untested models that carry higher risk.

• First-generation entrepreneurs have difficulty meeting the significant collateral 

requirements of banks—typically to be provided in the form of fixed assets.

• Companies are often expected to provide three years of financial statements to 

demonstrate strong sales, profits, and cash flows.

• Banks may not understand the business model and will compare companies 

selling family planning products with pharmaceutical companies that have higher 

product turnover and profit margins.

“The risks and concerns are twofold. Firstly, their profitability and ability to take on debt and, 

secondly, these companies would not have collateral, especially if these are first-generation 

entrepreneurs setting up new companies.” – Key Informant from an Indian Bank
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Challenges Accessing Debt Funding

A lack of flexibility in financing arrangements means entrepreneurs prefer to wait 

until their companies have grown to a sufficient size before seeking debt financing.

• Social impact that relies on “patient” capital is not necessarily a primary concern for 

institutional banks that require funds to be repaid on a regular basis from the outset of the 

loan.

• Banks have been reluctant to offer moratoriums if businesses faced challenges making 

repayments, even during the pandemic.

“Some businesses have very low margins, and they cannot afford a loan of say 18% 

[interest rate]. That’s a good case where [blended finance] can be useful. The risk 

perception might be ok, but it’s just a case of costs [of capital being too high] so 

interest intervention can be provided.” – Investor

“We are sort of a non-traditional lender and there will be others like us who are doing 

funding based on business models and cash flows based on the potential of the team 

governance, and internal controls. We don't rely on collateral. Since we don't have 

exposure to [family planning], if there is a curated platform that can help us quickly 

understand things in terms of the market, the players, etc., I think it will be a big 

value-add.” – Impact Investor
30



Challenges Accessing Equity Funding

Equity investors don’t consider family planning business models to be lucrative. 

• The model is high-volume/low margin, which means venture capital investors 

can’t justify the risk of buying a stake in an early-stage enterprise.

• Investors are convinced by proof-of-market, volume generated, the ability to 

scale, and whether the model can be self-sustaining.

• Early-stage companies have been denied funding because impact investors and 

venture capital funds are looking for quick profitability.

• Also cited as reasons to deny funding is lack of a digital strategy and insufficient 

technology infrastructure.

• Investors without the expertise to evaluate innovative healthcare business 

models prefer later capital-raising rounds, such as Series C/D, because those 

numbers tell if the business model is working.

“The government doesn't revise prices often and there's a cap on these kind of 

products. But [input prices] keep increasing every year... so it becomes 

challenging to justify the profits to investors.” – Wholesaler/Distributor
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Challenges Accessing Equity Funding

Many entrepreneurs have chosen not to pursue equity funding because the terms 
offered are not attractive or the expectations for the speed of growth are 
unrealistic.

• Venture capital funds may be constrained by minimum ticket sizes that cause 
them to seek larger-stakes companies, but founders are not comfortable with 
significantly diluting their ownership.

• Investors may also seek to exert significant influence over the business strategy 
or require rapid expansion to new markets before the founders are ready.

“Family planning is not currently in our active investment thesis. In our deal inflow it 

is not an investable area because it’s difficult to scale and make money from; from 

a venture capitalist return expectation point of view, we’ve not seen family planning 

as an area of interest.” – Venture Capital Investor

“In terms of investors, these female health products are not very lucrative for them, 

because 50 to 70% of market of supplies is controlled by government 

procurement in India and they also give a preference to their own public sector 

entities.” – Wholesaler/Distributor
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7. Opportunities for Blended Finance to 

Catalyze the Family Planning Market
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Overview of Blended Finance Instruments

Traditional 

Development 

Assistance

Grant Funds

Funding for specific purposes 
such as design-stage grants  
supporting feasibility studies, 
financial modeling, and 
investment vehicle structuring 
or challenge funds to drive 
competition and innovation in 
the sector.

Technical Assistance 

Grant-funded technical assistance 
facility attached to the debt/equity 
capital structure, which can be 
utilized before or during the 
investment period to strengthen a 
company’s commercial viability and 
developmental impact.

Impact Bonds

Public or philanthropic 
organizations providing 
payments to investors. They 
have funded scalable, 
innovative, and evidence-based 
interventions while optimizing 
the use of resources because 
funds are only disbursed once 
results have been achieved.

Credit Guarantees

Public or philanthropic investors 
provide credit enhancement 
through guarantees or insurance on 
below-market terms, which attracts 
risk-averse investment capital while 
optimizing the use of resources 
because funds are only disbursed in 
the case of losses.

Concessional Capital

Public or philanthropic investors 
provide funds at below-market 
rates within the blended capital 
structure, which is combined with 
commercial capital to lower the 
average cost of capital paid 
without affecting the potential 
return earned by other investors. 

First Loss Capital

Public or philanthropic funds to 
provide an additional layer of 
protection to private investors by 
taking on the most junior position in 
the capital structure and bearing the 
first losses that may arise, which 
improves the risk-return profile for 
senior investors.

Commercial 
Investing

No Cost Recovery Cost Recovery and Financial Return

Enhance bank funding for wholesalers/distributors

Catalyze venture debt funding for micro and small 
enterprises

Incentivize innovation in digital healthcare

Potential use of instruments in family planning blended finance solutions:

Complement financing 

with access to skills and 

expertise via technical 

assistance facility
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How USAID Can Help Increase Access to 
Investment for Family Planning Companies

RISK SHARING FACILITY TO ENHANCE 

BANK LENDING Credit guarantees combined with 

loans issued at standard market rates by banks, improving 

access to capital for family planning wholesalers and 

distributors.

CONCESSIONAL CAPITAL FACILITY TO 

CATALYZE VENTURE DEBT Sub-market 

returns designed to lower the overall cost of financing for 

micro and small primary healthcare enterprises offering 

family planning products.

CHALLENGE FUNDS TO INCENTIVIZE 

GRASSROOTS INNOVATION Grant capital 

made available to early-stage technology-oriented 

healthcare enterprises to develop new business models 

that will enable them to grow to a scale that would be 

attractive for equity investment.

FUTURE EQUITY INVESTMENT

LOCAL TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE HUB

Business Planning and 
Governance: Accounting and 

finance support; legal support and 
preparation for due diligence 
processes; strengthening risk 
management and governance 
structures

Business Planning and 
Growth: Accounting and finance 

support; strengthening risk 
management processes; training and 
mentoring for senior management; 
reviews of operational efficiency; 
keeping up-to-date with advancements 
in the family planning sector

Business Accelerator:
Guidance to accelerate path to equity 

financing; developing, refining, and 

testing business models; development 

of IT platforms; market research and 

demonstrating product-market fit

A

B

C

D

PRIVATE SECTOR 

ENGAGEMENT AND

HEALTH IMPACT

Donor financing (grants) 

issued as concessional 

capital, paired with bank 

loans, to reduce overall 

loan interest rate to 

borrowers and increase 

affordability of loans, 

enables family planning 

companies to grow and 

scale more quickly, 

expands access to new 

products, and enables 

efficient procurement 

practices.

Catalytic grants made in 

promising digital health 

companies increase 

access to online essential 

health products and 

services (including family 

planning). 
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A. Risk Sharing Facility to Enhance Bank Lending

to Wholesalers/Distributors (Medium–Large Enterprises)

One of the primary challenges for family planning wholesalers and distributors is the 

difficulty in accessing debt funding on attractive terms from commercial banks, due to 

a lack of collateral and an inability to demonstrate consistent profitability.

• Credit guarantees can be provided by USAID in blended finance structures to enhance 

commercial bank debt funding provided at market rates.

• Risk sharing can help family planning companies that are eligible for debt funding to 

secure higher loan volumes at more affordable rates, without the need for significant 

amounts of collateral.

• The time taken to be approved for loans can be reduced when credit enhancement is 

used to streamline due diligence processes, which is a critical factor in cashflow 

management for wholesalers that pay suppliers on delivery but often wait months for 

their own accounts receivables balances to clear.

“In India, banks have limitations in terms of the guidelines they are subjected to. A bank needs an interest 

payment to be done monthly on a particular date; otherwise, the account classification becomes substandard, 

and the bank must take a loss. If you can create a structure that is flexible enough to solve some of [these 

constraints] then banks could consider taking a lead investor role [in a blended finance structure].Otherwise, it 

would be a smaller role because the credit appetite only permits that.” – Banker 36



A. Risk Sharing Facility to Enhance Bank Lending

to Wholesalers/Distributors (Medium–Large Enterprises)

“We had a bilateral arrangement with USAID… wherein loans that we put under the 

guarantee, they risk-shared 50/50 with us… I wouldn’t say it increases our 

willingness [to invest], because the way a commercial bank approaches a 

transaction... is that [we] are responsible for the risk, so underwriting standards don’t 

become diluted because someone else is sharing our risk, but it helps us increase 

the check size.” – Banker

• Credit-worthiness improves an investment opportunity and reduces 

the risk of capital losses to investors by providing an extra layer of 

protection.

• Guarantees bridge the gap between perceived and actual risk while 

providing capital efficiency for development funding institutions, 

because funds are only disbursed in event of payment default.

• USAID funding would not be designed to increase the amount of 

new loans being issued, but rather to catalyze larger ticket sizes 

and improved commercial terms in cases where risk-averse banks 

are not able to underwrite the risk for the entire amount of capital 

being deployed.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

LOAN GUARANTEE SCHEME

During the pandemic, the 

government launched a 

scheme to provide 

guarantees for lending to 

sectors that were most 

impacted by the virus, 

insuring up to around 75% of 

the loan balance.

Some lenders were unable to 

take advantage of the 

scheme because it set a 

maximum interest rate of 

8.25% for loans to qualify, 

which was below the 

prevalent market rates of 

10–11%.

“The government launched a scheme to [provide] routine credit through banks… and provided a 

guarantee up to a certain percentage… many of our portfolio companies were interested, but 

unfortunately… banks were still not willing to lend. They still wanted collateral [for the entire loan balance, 

and the companies] were asset-light.” – Investor
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B. Concessional Capital to Catalyze Venture Debt for 

Micro and Small Health Enterprises

• A primary challenge in financing micro and small Indian family planning companies is the high 

interest rates charged by commercial lenders relative to the return on investment that these 

business models can deliver.

• Using a concessional capital mechanism, USAID can strategically partner with commercial 

venture debt funds to extend loans on terms that are more favorable than market rates.

• Concessions can be achieved through interest rates that are below those available on the 

market and/or grace periods, which only require repayment to begin after several years.

• Investment in family planning companies can be made more 

attractive in terms of the risk-return trade-off because the 

“patient” capital provided by USAID could take on a 

subordinated position in the capital structure, providing some 

degree of protection against the risk of default or repayment 

delays.

• Businesses benefit from paying a lower blended rate of 

interest on the total amount of capital borrowed and will have 

longer repayment horizons.

Source: OECD

“There is the potential for a 

senior/subordinate structure 

wherein a person who has a 

higher [risk] appetite could take on 

a subordinate role and take a 

higher return. Whereas a 

conventional lender like a bank 

could possibly take a lower risk 

and a commensurate lower 

return.” – Banker
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B. Concessional Capital to Catalyze Venture Debt for 

Micro and Small Health Enterprises

“In India, banks are still the cheapest source of commercial capital, but 

the problem with banks is they just don't cater to this sector. They are too 

risk-averse and they're not structured to do that. [Even] a specialized 

lender like us borrows at commercial rates... So, we, of course, have to 

deploy at commercial rates.” – Impact Investor

Value proposition for commercial investors:

• Meeting investment parameters: Investors may be 

subject to specific risk-return bounds, including those 

imposed by fiduciary constraints, such as maximum 

acceptable levels of risk for a given expected return.

• Competitive advantage: Investors can acquire expertise in 

and learn about the family planning market, with the 

comfort of some downside protection. They can also 

benefit from first-mover advantage when participating in 

novel business models that have yet to receive significant 

attention from the wider investment community.

Source: Global Impact Investing Network, 2013

BUILD Fund Launched to Attract 

Concessional and Commercial 

Finance

The UN Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) 

recently partnered with Palladium’s asset 

management arm, Bamboo Capital 

Partners. The aim was to establish an 

investment vehicle to attract concessional 

and commercial growth finance to provide 

innovative, blended finance solutions and to 

ensure the full spectrum of capital is 

available to small and medium enterprises. 

The BUILD Fund aims to address the 

“missing middle” financing gap that affects 

entrepreneurs in frontier markets, where 

growth is constrained by a lack of access to 

financing.

“The BUILD Fund is proving that―with the 

right innovative blended finance vehicle, 

and partnerships that provide access to 

pipeline― concessional and commercial 

capital can flow to SDG-positive 

businesses in last-mile settings.”

– Preeti Sinha, Executive Secretary of 

UNCDF

Source: Bamboo Capital Partners, 2018, 2021
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C. Challenge Funds to Incentivize Grassroots Innovation in 

Digital Healthcare (e-Retail and Telemedicine)

• A primary challenge for emerging digital health companies is the below-market return generated 

by family planning business models and the resulting lack of attractiveness for inclusion in the 

growing health technology investment market. 

• A challenge fund is a financing mechanism to allocate donor funding via competition among 

companies in order to stimulate innovation and promote the development of new business 

models.

• USAID could invite digital healthcare companies in the family planning sector to submit project 

proposals that address issues constraining the market for family planning commodities in India.

• Proposals would be assessed against transparent and pre-determined criteria, with grants 

awarded to projects that best meet the objectives of the fund.

• Successful applicants may be required to use their own 
financing to match a certain percentage of the grant awarded.

• The fund can be combined with a complementary technical 
assistance component as a means of helping applicants 
develop business plans, streamline project proposals, or 
provide general business advice.

Source: Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, n.d.

“[Family planning startups] don’t get 

financed by banks in India… 

because they would be making 

losses. They would be in a growth or 

cash-burn stage, and they would be 

heavily investing in marketing and 

brand creation if they are [involved in 

distribution and e-retail].” – Banker

FUTURE EQUITY INVESMENT
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C. 
Digital Healthcare (e-Retail and Telemedicine)

Challenge Funds to Incentivize Grassroots Innovation in 

Benefits of challenge fund facilities:

• Competition is increasingly seen as a method of accomplishing development by triggering a 

search for smart and cost-effective solutions.

• Challenge funds can leverage donor funds by engaging private capital in matching 

financing of projects without creating market distortions.

• Unlike conventional competitive bidding processes, the focus is on achieving a desired 

outcome of growing the family planning market, without prescribing the means of how this 

should be achieved.

“In India, the mortality rate for health-tech [companies] is extremely high at the seed stage. Once the company 

reaches Series B/C, where it has monetized its concept, it gets capital very easily… More entities should come in 

and help bring those companies from seed level to Series A level―validate their business model and prove product 

market fit… When they have shown how unit economics are working, at that point a lot of VC [venture capital] 

investors will be interested.” – Investor

Example Challenge Fund Process from the Challenge Fund for Youth Employment Program
(Funded by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs and implemented by Palladium)

Call for 

Solutions
Proposal 

Evaluation
Contracting

Project 

Delivery
Project 

Close-Out

Start-Up 

Phase
Co-Creation 

and 

Validation

Launch of the 

Challenge 

and Opening 

Applications

Evaluations 

by Selection 

Committee 

Experts

Due Diligence, 

Set Milestones, 

and Negotiate 

Contract

Inception and 

Implementation 

of Projects

Final Project 

Report and 

Disbursement

Pipeline

Development 

and Scoping 

Research

Coaching 

Applicants 

and Business 

Case Submission 41



D. Technical Assistance Facilities:

Digital Healthcare and Wholesalers/Distributors

Examples of how healthcare 

companies can use technical 

assistance funds

Research new markets 
and product lines in order 
to grow revenue

Validate and fine-tune 

business models

Help to prove product 

market fit and 

demonstrate the 

potential to scale

Enable companies to 

keep up with 

advancements in the 

family planning sector

Provide technological 

expertise to help develop 

digital marketing 

platforms

Assist companies in 

capital-raising, such 

as due diligence and 

negotiating terms

Provide guidance 

and mentorship for 

company founders

Conduct reviews of risk 

management and 

internal control 

frameworks
Address skills gaps 

at the executive 

management level

“[To help entrepreneurs grow their businesses, USAID could provide] access to seed capital 

to grow; access to expertise whether it’s business advisors or health advisors. Distribution 

looks like one of the problems in this space, so giving them access to networks and creating 

ecosystems, bringing together startups and large companies to work together [could be 

beneficial].” – Investor
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D. Technical Assistance Facilities:

Digital Healthcare and Wholesalers/Distributors

How grant funding can strengthen the broader ecosystem:

• Research funds and help to publish studies relevant to family planning products.

• Campaigns to educate patients and train women to become rural entrepreneurs in the 

family planning sector.

• Digital capability for small enterprises, providing technology to a pre-approved list, rather 

than having companies devote significant time to developing in-house platforms.

“The biggest question [for an entrepreneur] will be end-user demand. Through the municipal bodies or 

the state there needs to be awareness created for these family planning products. Secondly, the push 

can come from the local doctors. In the smaller towns and cities, people are not really aware [of the 

family planning products available] or they shy away from it.” – Banker

Perspectives from debt investors concerning grant funds awarded in the past:

• Technical assistance makes very little difference in how banks decide to extend credit to 

companies because a lender would need to be comfortable investing in the company from a 

pure credit/risk perspective.

• Impact-focused debt funds would look more favorably on companies that have previously 

been able to raise any form of external capital, including grants, because this gives them 

more comfort that the company has potential.

• Debt investors would be more likely to undertake due diligence processes because much of 

the relevant information will have already been prepared.
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8. Annexes
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Annex 1: Alternative Blended Finance 
Instruments (Impact Bonds)

• Impact bonds are outcome-based contracts that use private 

funding from investors to meet the upfront capital required 

to set up and deliver a service.

• Bonds are designed to achieve measurable outcomes, 

which must be confirmed by independent evaluators before 

investors are repaid.

• Donors benefit through efficient use of resources, which are only deployed when 

and if desired outcomes are achieved.

Source: USAID, n.d.

“A social impact bond in healthcare will have to include multiple companies in a pool… there might not 

be too many similar companies delivering family planning. You can define the metrics [after] you know 

the multiple parties involved… with donors, financial investors, [etc.]. But there has to be such a pool 

available, which we have not seen. There would be very different companies―one will be diagnostics, 

one will be into healthcare delivery, one will be into family planning.” – Impact Investor

• Drawbacks of impact bonds in the context of innovative family planning:

o Investors may be reluctant to participate in impact bond instruments related to family 
planning because they are taking on all the risk of delivery.

o Up-front payments are required by investors to fund untested business models that have 
a perceived high risk of failure compared to other opportunities in their existing portfolios.

Source: University of Oxford Government Outcomes Lab, n.d. 45



Annex 1: Alternative Blended Finance 
Instruments (First-Loss Capital)

Addressing gaps in the investment ecosystem:

• Some investment opportunities that have strong potential for social impact can be perceived as 

not producing sufficient financial returns for their high level of financial risk. There may be a 

lack of information or track record of past performance, given the novelty of the business model 

and concerns about its ability to scale or generate positive cashflows. Donor agencies and 

private investors can bring their respective strengths and expertise in overcoming the lack of 

capacity, monitoring and evaluation for results, proper design, and replicability of business 

models.

First-loss capital concerns:

• Moral hazard concerns: May encourage excessive risk-taking behavior by entrepreneurs.

• Distorting markets: Works against the objective of building a commercial market if money is 

provided solely to improve a transaction’s financial profile for commercial investors without 

incentivizing companies to develop sustainable business models.

• Continuous and ongoing credit enhancement may be needed to maintain the inflow of 

commercial capital if there is limited potential of becoming commercially viable in the near 

future.
Source: Global Impact Investing Network, 2013

INVESTORS

Protected by credit enhancement/first-loss

DONORS

Take a first-loss/subordinated position

$ Family 

Planning 

Enterprises
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Annex 2: Key Informant Interviews

Detox Remedies
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